Dear Members,
As you might already be aware, the Multi-Ministry Taskforce has announced enhanced restrictions
in a number of areas to help curb the recent spikes in COVID-19 cases in Singapore. Please note
the following changes that will be implemented at the Club and Resort, which will be in effect from
Monday, September 27, 2021.
As we continue to adjust our operations accordingly to the guidelines provided, we ask for the
cooperation of you and your guests to abide by the following rules and regulations until further
notice.
READY2GOLF RETURNS
In general, we will be reverting to our previously engaged READY2GOLF model:
 Laguna National will be a MANDATORY MASK facility. You must wear your mask at all times
unless actively consuming food and drinks.
 Show up to the course dressed and ready for your game.
 There will be no lockers and no showers available.
 Arrive approximately 20 minutes before your game – as this will allow you enough time to
get registered and to the tee box before your time, but not an excessive time where you
would be lingering around the Club.
 Do not touch the flagstick or make unnecessary contact with others while on the property.
 Upon conclusion of your game, kindly leave the property immediately.
 Do not linger or intermingle at any time.
 Do not come to the Club if you are having flu symptoms or feeling unwell.

SAFE DISTANCING
 Do not linger and intermingle at the Club at any time.
 Gathering before or after your game outside the Nest, Club lobby or any other areas of the
Club and consuming any food and beverage in a group is prohibited.
 Maintain proper distancing in queues and at all areas of the Club.
 While on the course, aside from your buggy-mate, you must keep a 3-meter distance from
any other golfer on the golf course at all times.

TRACE TOGETHER SAFE ENTRY
All Members and guests entering the property must complete the SafeEntry check-in using the
TRACE TOGETHER APP or the government-issued TRACE TOGETHER TOKEN.

GOLF FLIGHTS / TEE TIMES
As per the guidelines set out and approved by Sport Singapore, golf is allowed to be played in
flights of 4 golfers, where groups must PLAY AS 2 SEPARATE 2-BALLS, maintain a 3-METER
DISTANCE BETWEEN YOUR 2-BALL PAIRS, and WEAR MASKS AT ALL TIMES.
For removal of all doubt, ALL GOLFERS MUST WEAR A MASK AT ALL TIMES, regardless of the
number of players in the flight, unless actively consuming food and drinks. Golfers who do not
comply with this regulation may be removed from the golf course and may be suspended from
using the facilities.
We understand that it might be uncomfortable to wear a mask at all times while playing golf to
some. Thus, we will allow the cancellation of times that are currently booked without a penalty.

BOOKINGS
Bookings will continue to open at 07:00, seven days in advance, through the online platform. You
may continue to book as per normal but will need to conduct play as 2-ball pairs, maintaining
distance within your 4-ball at all times.

HANDLING OF GOLF BAGS
We will continue to handle golf bags at the bag drop and send them down for staging on the
buggies. Those who wish to carry their bags through the golf lobby and to the golf course are
welcome to do so as well.

LIGHTNING WARNING PROCEDURE (NO CHANGE)
Please note that when a lightning warning comes into play, those who have already teed off and
are in the golf course are permitted to remain on-site and wait to resume their game. During a
lightning warning, please proceed to one of the following areas:
 On-course halfway house
 On-course rain shelter
 The Nest
 Lightning Warning Overflow in the Car Park
When seeking shelter in the Halfway/Rain shelters, park your flight buggies together, wear your
masks and observe safe distancing from other groups at all times. If a shelter is full, please move
to the next shelter or back to The Nest. If The Nest is full, please proceed to the Car Park area,

keep your masks on at all times and maintain a 3-meter distance from other flights. Our team will
provide an update accordingly when it is safe to return to the course. All tee times scheduled
during the period of lightning warning will be cancelled.

LAGUNA PRACTICE
The driving range will operate as a MANDATORY MASK FACILITY, with the following guidelines
to be observed:
 All users must WEAR A MASK AT ALL TIMES, even when training.
 Spectators are not allowed.
 All users must have a booked slot.
 While using the short game area, please maintain a 3-meter safe distance from all other
users.

LEADBETTER GOLF ACADEMY
The Leadbetter Golf Academy will remain in operation with some amended practices. Please seek
clarification from your coach for any questions.

FOOD & BEVERAGE UPDATES
In accordance with the tightened measures, please be informed that with effect from Monday,
September 27, 2021, the group size for dining-in at our Food & Beverage venues will be limited
to two fully vaccinated* persons. Unfortunately, unvaccinated persons will not be allowed to join in
unless they have a valid negative pre-event test result or have recovered from COVID-19. For entry
into the dining venues, kindly bring along your proof of vaccination, which can be retrieved from
your TraceTogether app, HealthHub app, or from your hardcopy vaccination card.
*Please note: As stated in gov.sg, an individual is considered vaccinated if he/ she has been: a) fully
vaccinated, i.e. has received the full regimen of Pfizer-BioNTech/Comirnatry, Moderna or the World Health
Organisation’s Emergency Use Listing (WHO EUL) vaccines, with an additional two weeks for the vaccine to
be fully effective, b) recovered from COVID-19, or c) has obtained a negative result on a pre-event test taken
in the past 24 hours before the expected end of the event. Provision is made for unvaccinated children aged
12 years and below, who may be included within the group of 2 persons as long as all the children are from
the same household.

Please ensure that you wear a mask or depart the premises if you are not dining in at one of the
outlets or using another facility at the Club. To avoid congregation, gathering at the buggy area
or outside any areas of the clubhouse is not allowed.

SOCIAL AND RECREATION UPDATES
In compliance with the new regulations effective from Monday, September 27, 2021, there have
been updates on social and recreation activities allowed within our premises.
Funshops by Stella
 Funshops organised for participants aged 13 and above will still be able to carry on. All
classes for kids 12 years and below will be suspended till October 10, 2021.
 The maximum capacity for participants allowed will be eight persons. As slots are subject
to availability, please sign up earliest possible to avoid disappointments.
 Groups of two are allowed. A 3-meter safe distancing between groups is required, and no
intermingling is allowed.
 Masks can only be removed if you are consuming any food or beverage.
 If non-compliance with any of the above, you will be asked to leave the class. No refund
will be accorded.
 If participants do not feel well, please stay at home, and the class fee will be refunded.
Please seek medical attention immediately, especially if you are having symptoms of flu,
cough, sore throat or fever.
 To enquire about Funshops, please visit our website at
www.lagunanational.com/workshops-and-activities
Gym










DFiT gym will remain open.
The gym will be kept to a capacity of 30 persons at any one time.
Only fully vaccinated members are allowed into the gym. Kindly present your proof of
vaccination (i.e. which can be retrieved from your TraceTogether app, HealthHub app, or
from your hardcopy vaccination card) when signing in at our Laguna Lifestyle Counter.
To avoid disappointment, members are highly encouraged to make a reservation before
visiting the gym.
Members are reminded to wear a mask if not doing strenuous exercises or hydrating.
Members are required to maintain a 3-meter safe distancing from each other.
Members are requested not to speak loudly in the gym.
Members are highly encouraged not to linger around and leave right after the gym
session.

Fitness Classes
 FloatFit and SwimSanity classes will be suspended till October 24, 2021.

Swimming Pool Usage
 In line with the regulations, the pool will be capped to a maximum capacity of 50 persons
at one time.
 Please register in groups of two (i.e. a family of four will need to be split into two groups
of two).
 Members are only allowed to book one slot per visit per day. No multiple slot bookings are
allowed.
 Once the timing for the slot is up, please leave the swimming pool for other users of the
next time slot to enjoy the facility.
 Stay in the same group throughout the visit to the resort and stay at least 3-meters apart
from other groups. Do not intermingle.
 A mask must be worn at all times unless you are in the swimming pool or consuming food
and drinks.
 Members are highly encouraged not to linger around and leave right after the swimming
session.
Swimming Lessons
 Private 1-to-1 swimming lessons are still ongoing.
 Group lessons will be suspended till October 10, 2021.
 To enquire on Swimming lessons, please visit our website at
www.lagunanational.com/lifestyle
Tennis Court Usage
 Please register in groups of two (i.e. a family of four will need to be split into two groups
of two).
 Only two players can be on the Tennis court at the same time. (i.e. 1-vs-1 per game only).
 Please stay in the same group throughout the visit to the resort and maintain a 3-meter safe
distancing from other groups. Do not intermingle.
 A mask must be worn at all times unless playing tennis or drinking water for hydration.
 Members are highly encouraged not to linger around and leave right after the tennis
session.
Tennis Lessons
 Private 1-to-1 tennis lessons are still ongoing.
 Group lessons will be suspended till October 10, 2021.
For more information on classes and sign-ups, please contact Lifestyle Counter or visit our website
at www.lagunanational.com

While some of these measures may be inconvenient, it is important to remember that we are still
in the midst of a global pandemic situation – one that has taken a concerning turn here in Singapore.
The rules and regulations stated above are being implemented for the well-being of all our
Members, guests and staff. Those that fail to comply with the rules and regulations set out may be
removed from the property, and depending on the severity of the infraction, may be suspended
from using the facilities. A reminder that all Members are responsible for the behaviour and
compliance of their guests.
As a Club, we are committed to following, and in some cases exceeding the requirements put forth
by the authorities, in order to sincerely support the pursuit of keeping Singapore safe. We cannot
do this without your attention and diligence to embrace these enhanced measures. Together, we
can keep our Club safe for all.
Thank you for your patience and unwavering support. We look forward to seeing you at the Club
soon.

The Management

